WELCOME TO HACOAJ. WELCOME TO HAPPINESS.
HACOAJ IS PASSION

LIVE FOR THE SPORT
IS LIVING IN THE SPORT.
GETS YOU PUMPED UP.

HACOAJ MEANS “THE STRENGTH” IN HEBREW.
With this energy, more than 8,000 members, provide framework and
ccontent to the most complete variety of sports and nautical, social,
educational and cultural activities.

HACOAJ DISTRICT IN TIGRE, offers three locations, with more than 580
acres so that each one can enjoy according to their desires and interests;
completed with a headquarters in the City of Buenos Aires very close to
every member.
Hacoaj is much more than a Club. A unique life experience to share with
friends and family.

A HEALTHY, NATURAL LIFESTYLE WITH VALUES.

HACOAJ IS WHERE CHILDREN GROW WITH
FAMILY ORIENTED VALUES AND TEENAGERS
BUILD TEAMS FOR LIFE.

LIVING IN HACOAJ IS LIVING IN HAPPINESS.

OUR MISSION

TO GENERATE HAPPIER FAMILIES AND SPORTSMEN.
Provide the best space for growth and integration both for individual
and family fulfillment, through sport and culture and going through
the Jewish values, promoting healthy life in contact with the river and
nature.

➢ To shape people with values,
THAT BECOME ATHLETES.

➢ To coach committed and outstanding athletes,
TO BUILD TEAMS.

➢ To build solidary and embracing teams,
THAT ARE PART OF AN EXEMPLARY CLUB WITH VALUES.

➢ To form a club that is the best place,
TO GROW AND DEVELOP AS PERSONS AND FAMILY.
OUR VALUES
THE RIVER AND THE JEWISH HERITAGE FORM THE VALUES THAT IDENTIFY US.

ENERGY (+)
family JOY
SOLIDARITY
RESPECT AND INTEGRITY

SHARING
HEALTHY LIFE
FREEDOM COURAGE
friendship PASSION

HAPPINESS DNA

A WHOLE DISTRICT TO LIVE IN HAPPINESS
2 LOCATIONS IN TIGRE + THE ISLAND + 1 LOCATION IN THE CITY OF BUENOS AIRES.
6 REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTS + 2 IN THE MAKING.
MORE THAN 400 ALTERNATIVES OF SPORTS, SOCIAL, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL, AND JEWISH ACTIVITIES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.

Group activities, camps for kids and teenagers. Leadership training for youth and adults. Courses and workshops of artistic and cultural development.
THE CLUB WITH THE MOST SPORTS DEVELOPMENT AND PRESTIGE OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY.

THE ONLY ONE WITH NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES.

2,000 federated sportsmen in 16 sports.

Basketball, bocce ball, canoeing, basket, crossfit, football, gymnastics, golf, hockey, judo, paddle tennis, rowing, running, tennis, volleyball.

Excellence in sports training. Permanent and active presence in sports, and national and international levels.

Athletic members in national teams.

Internal tournaments with great participation. Football (34 teams), basketball (10 teams), tennis (100 players), golf (80 players).

The largest boat fleet of all clubs of the Tigre and one of the most important of Argentina.

- 7 PROFESSIONAL FOOTBALL FIELDS
- 18 HOLE GOLF COURSE (PAR 72)
- 52 TENNIS COURTS FOR ALL AGES
- HOCKEY FIELD
- 6 GYMS: BASKETBALL, BASKET AND VOLLEYBALL
- SPORTS VILLA + SPORTS RESERVE (98 ACRES)
- BOAT RAMP OVER THE DELTA RIVER
- THE MOST IMPORTANT BOAT FLEET IN THE COUNTRY
- CROSSFIT BOX + 3 BODYBUILDING GYMS
- FOOTBALL 5 + SQUASH + PADDLE TENNIS + TRAPEZIUM (ACROBATICS)
- JUDO TATAMI
- BOCCE BALL COURT
- ATHLETICS TRACK
- INFANTS AND TODDLER PLAY AREA, NURSERY AND TOY LIBRARY
- SOCIAL SECTORS AND MULTI-PURPOSE AREAS
- TRANSPORTATION BY BOAT TO THE ISLAND
- 6 SWIMMING POOLS AND SOLARIUM COMPLEX

> WHAT'S YET TO COME IN HACOAJ

LAGUNAS H >>
Houses integrated to the natural Tigre landscape.
Great construction quality and amenities.
Quick access to the highway.

MARINAS H >>
Premium nautical neighborhood with access to the Luján River.
Lands with private docks and apartments.
MUCH MORE THAN A CLUB.

HACOAJ
is a place, a community, a way of life.
A district to live, grow and find happiness.
HACOAJ is sport, it is the river, it is passion.
But it is also friends, family, and Jewish values put into action.

TO LIVE WITH PASSION.
TIGRE MALIAR HEADQUARTERS LOCATION. TO LIVE THE INTENSITY OF THE SPORT WITH FRIENDS.

TO LIVE WHERE YOU ALWAYS DREAMED OF.
CLUB DE CAMPO (COUNTRY CLUB) TO LIVE IN FAMILY.

TO LIVE BY THE RIVER.
THE ISLAND IN THE DELTA TIGRE. TO CONNECT WITH NATURE.

TO LIVE THE CULTURE.
BUENOS AIRES LOCATION (IN THE CENTER OF THE CITY). TRADITION AND CULTURE NEARBY ALL THE MEMBERS.

LIVE POSITIVELY.
MARINAS H + LAGUNAS H.
PREMIUM REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENTS.